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Abstract ~

Historical estimates of productivity growth in .India’s iron and steel sector vary from
indicatingan improvement to a decline in the sector’s productivity. The variance may be
traced to the time period of study, source of data for analysis, and type of indices and
econometric specifications used for reporting productivity growth. We derive both
growth accounting and econometric estimatesof productivity growth for this sector. Our
results show that over the observed period from 1973-74 to 1993-94 productivity
declined by 1.71% as indicated by the Translog index. Calculations of the Kendrick and
Solow indices support this finding. Using a translog specification the econometric
analysis reveals that technical progress in India’s iron and steel sector has been biased
towards the use of energy and material, while it has been capital and labor saving. The
decline in productivity was caused largely by the protective policy regarding price and
distribution of iron and steel as well as by large inefllciencies in public sector integrated
steel plants. Will these trends continue into the future, particularly where energy use is
concerned? Most likely they will not. We examine the current changes in structure and
energy efilciency undergoing in the sector. Our analysis shows that with the liberalization
of the iron and steel sector, the industry is rapidly moving towards world-best technology,
which will result in fewer carbon etissions and more efficient energy use in existing and
fiture plants.
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1. Introduction

The iron and steel industrypresents one of the most energy intensive sectors within the
Indian economy and is therefore of particular interest in the context of both local and
global environmental discussions. Increases in productivity through the adoption of more
efficient and cleaner technologies in the manufacturingsector will be effective in merging
economic, environmental,and social development objectives. A historical examination of
productivity growth in India’s industries embedded into a broader analysis of structural
composition and policy changeswill help identifi potential fiture development strategies
thatlead towards a more sustainabledevelopment path. \

Issues of productivity growth and patternsof substitutionin the iron and steel sector as
well as in other energy intensive industries in India have been discussed from various
perspectives. Historical estimatesvary from indicating an improvement to a decline in the
sector’s productivity. The variation depends mainly on the time period considered, the
source of dat~ the type of indices and econometric specifications used for reporting
productivity growth. Regarding patternsof substitutionmost analyses focus on interfhel
substitutionpossibilities in the context of rising energy demand. Not much research has
been conducted on patterns of substitution among the primary and secondary input
factors: Capital, labor, energy and materials.However, analyzing the use and substitution
possibilities of these factors as well as identi~ing the main drivers of productivity growth
among these and other factors is of special importance for understandingtechnological
and overall development of an industry.

In this paper we contribute to the discussion on productivity growth and the role of
technological change within the context of global environmental change. We will
introduce the iron and steel industryin more detail taking into account industry specific
aspects such as structuralcomposition, production, technologies, energy consumption
witiln processes, environmentalimpacts, sector specific policies etc. This following we
derive both statisticaland econometric estimatesof productivity growth for the iron and
steel sector over time. For the statistical analysis we calculate partial and total
productivity in a growth accounting framework while for the econometric analysis a
translog cost function approach is employed to estimate productivity growth, technical
change biases and substitutionelasticities. The results will then be interpretedwithin a
broader context of structuraland policy changes in the sector as well as other sector
specific aspects.

Future energy use and carbon emissions depend on the level of production and the
technologies employed. Furthermore, different economic and policy settings tiect
structuresand efficiencies within the sector. The final section therefore examines the
ongoing changes in the iron axialsteel industry structure. It will compare world best
technologies to Indiantechnologies and identi~ potentials and barriersto the adoption of
such efficiency improvements. A scenario analysis will conclude the report in
highlightingthe energy efficiency and productivity improvements that could be achieved
by employing more efficient technologies.
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2. Iron and Steel Industry

2.1 The Iron and Steel Industry in Context

Six industriesin India have been identified as energy intensive industries: Aluminum,
cemen4 fertilizer, iron and steel, glass, and paper. Together they account for 16.8°/0of
manufacturingvalue of output (VO) and consume 38.8°/0 of all ‘fiels consumed in the
manufacturingsector (Table 2.1). The iron and steel sector holds a considerable share
within these energy intensive industries. In 1993 it accounted for 46.5°/0 of value of
outputwithinthe six industriesand for 7.8°/0in the manufacturingsector.

Table 2.1: Economic Indicators for the Iron and Steel Industry
. .. .2>~“+?.~--+,:,~,>r::=WY=’,.+>.,#“-“<z.,>&.m_:e.;&;;j~,:._:-~.=,‘“-;:.;;;.&:.&.13iiit*&R:~+:a,,-’--$3.:?gLy?+?.~=’-.zy*~*:.:G:G:.:-.. .- ,..~=xs,.-,c.~:.?:-..?
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Nominal
1973-1993 0/0p.s. 16.4 16.4 15.1

1973-1985 0/0 p.s. 17.7 17.5 14.9
1985-1991 0/0 p.s. 13.0 15.7 15.1
1991-1993 0/0 p.s. 18.9 12.2 16.2

Real
1973-1993 0/0p.s. 7.6 7.9 7.4

1973-1985 0/0 p.s. 7.8 8.0 7.6
1985-1991 0/0 p.s. 6.2 10.1 6.9
1991-1993 0/0 p.s. 10.2 0.4 7.3

In1993-94
VO ShareinAggr. SectorVOI 7.8% 16.8% 100%
Manufacturing(nominal) Manuf.VO
SectorFuelShareinAggr. SectorFuel/ 13.2% 38.8% 100%
Manuf.(nominal) Manuf.Fuel
Shareof FuelCostsin SectorFuel/ 11.5% 15.8% 6.8V0 i
Valueof Output(nominal). SectorVO
SourctiGovernmentof Indi&ASI:SummaryResultsfortheFactorySector(variousyears).
‘ calculatedasexponentialannualgrowth.

Production in the iron and steel sector has been increasingover the last 20 years.Over the
study period 1973-1993 real VO increased by an average of 7.6°/0 p.s. Following the
fertilizer and cement industry,iron and steel shows third highest growth in the group of
energy intensiveindustries.As seen in Table 2.1 growth of realvalue of outputwas stable
at. around 7.8°/0 during the preliberalization period (1973-1985) and decreased
significantly to 6.2% in the following period of economic liberalization] (1985-91)

‘ Economicreformstowardsliberalization(upto 1991) andsubsequentglobalizationinlndiaarebeing
reflectedinflexiblepriceanddistributionpolicies,enhancedroleof bigbusiness houses,increased
competitionbothnationallyandthroughinternationaltrade,technologytransfer,reductioninsubsidiesetc.
(DattandSundharam,1998).



accounting for lower than average growth in both” the group of six energy intensive
industriesand total manufacturing.In 1991, the liberalizationprocess culminatedand real
value of outputgrowth increased substantiallyby 10.2°Auntil 1993. The upward trend is
extraordinarycompared to other energy intensive industries that generally experienced
negative or very low positive growth duringthatperiod.

Figure 2.1: Change in Physical Energy Intensity of Various Industries
(RealFuel Cost/RealValueof Output- 1973-74values)
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The iron and steel sector accounts for 13.2% of total fiels consumed in the manufacturing
sector. Within the group of energy intensive industries,the share of fiels consumed per
unit of output (VO) is lowest in the iron and steel sector (11.5’XO).Fuel costs per unit of
output are 27°/0 less than the average for the six energy intensive industries. However,
fiel costs per output arestill 70% higher thanthe average of total manufacturingunit fiel
costs. Figure 2.1 displays the energy intensity of the iron and steel sector in real values
over time and in comparison to the other sectors. Besides fertilizer production, the iron
and steel industryhas been least energy intensive not only in 1993 but almost over the
whole time period. Only in the early years of the time period underconsideration iron and
steel production was relatively more energy intensive. A peak can be observed in
1978/79. Overall, despite its fluctuating pattern the iron and steel industry shows a
relatively stabletrend in energy intensity:

2.2 Iron and Steel Process
.

‘ Currently, there are two main routes for the production of steel: production of primary
steel using iron ores and scrap and production of secondary steel using scrap as the main

3
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raw material.A wide variety of steel products are produced by the industry,rangingborn
slabs and ingots to thin sheets,which areused in turnby a large number of manufacturing
industries.Steelproduction requires several steps thatcan be accomplished with different
processes. Both the input material of each step and the process substantiallyaffect the
total energy consumed duringproduction. The foIlowing step by step process description
is borrowed from Worrell et al. (1997) and World Energy Council (1995).

2.2.1 Ore Concentration and Coke Production

The first step in the iron-making process is the concentration and pretreatingof the iron
ores. The energy consumed in this first step depends not only on the process used but also
on the quaIityof the iron ore.

2.2.2 Ore Reduction

Ore is eitherpelletized or sinteredas part of the production process. In the blast fimace
route, which accounts for most of the global iron production, coke is used as the reducing
agentandprimaryfiel.

2.2.3 Iron Making

In the iron-making step, ore is reduced to either pig iron or sponge iron. Pig iron
production occurs either in blast fhrnaces where coke is the primary fuel or in the most
advanced corex process using smelt reduction; sponge iron is produced in small-scale
plantsby directreduction (DR) processes using syngas from fossil fuels, and it is reduced
at temperaturesbelow themelting point of iron, usually to ambienttemperatures.

The conversion of ore into pig iron is the most energy-intensivestage of steelmaking. In
a conventiomd integratedsteelpkmt,pig iron is produced in a blast fi.wnace,using coke in
combination with injected coal, oil, or gas to reduce the sinteredor pelletized iron ore to
pig iron, which is principally used in its molten state. Limestone is added as a fluxing
agent. Coke is either imported or is produced in coke ovens either on-site or off-site.
Reduction of coke demand by injection of coal or other fiels such as oil or naturalgas is
beneficial because it reduces the energy consumed for coke making and the capital
requirementfor coke ovens. The amount of coal that can be injected depends on the
process conditions of the blast fi.lrnaceand the quality of the injected fuel (see e.g.,
Gudena~ 1990).

4

Blast furnaces are operated at various scales, ranging fi-om the mini-blast firnaces in
Indiawith an annualcapacity of 75 kthmit(Singh, 1991), to the largestfurnacesin Russia
with an annual capacity of 4 Mt/year (Ulakhovich, et al., 1991). The fhrnaces’ high
temperature(about 1500°C) and strongreducing environment(high CO content)produce
molten iron with approximately 4°/0 dissolved carbon and some silicon, manganese,
sulfhr, and trace materials. By-products of the iron produced in blast fhrnaces include



blast furnace gases (which can be used for heating purposes), electricity (if top gas-
pressure-recoveryturbinesareinstalled), and slag (used as building material).

.

The COREX process using smelt reduction presents one of the most advanced
iromnaking technologies available in the world. It combines coal gasification with
reduction of iron oxides to produce pig iron and reusable gas as a by-product. The use of
coking coal is unnecessruy.COREX technology may be beneficial in saving energy and
investment costs, while reducing environmentalpollution. As of today, worldwide, only
one operatingCOREX plantexists.

Sponge iron, produced by duect reduction (DR) processes, has different properties fi-om
pig iron. In the DR process, iron is produced by reducing the ores using syngas from
different fossil fhels (mainly oil or naturalgas; in India coal or gas based) in small-scale
plants. DR iron (or sponge iron) serves as high quality alternativefor scrap in secondary
steelmaking.

2.2.4 Primary Steel Production

Steelrnakingis the reduction of the amount of carbon in the hot iron metal to a level
below 1.9% through the oxidation of carbon and silicon. Most primary steel is produced
by two processes: open hearthfi.nmace(OHF) and basic oxygen fi.wnace(BOF). While
OHF is an older technology and uses more energy, this process can also use more scrap
than the BOF process. However, BOF process is rapidly replacing OHF worldwide
because of its greaterproductivity and lower capital costs. In addition, this process needs
no net inputof energy and can even be a net energy exporter in the form of BOF-gas and
steam. The process operates through the injection of oxygen, oxidizing the carbon in the
hot metal. Several configurations exist depending on the way the oxygen is injected. The
steel quality can be improved fint.herby ladle refining processes used in the steel mill.

2.2.5 Secondary Steel

Secondary steel is produced in an electric arc fhrnace (EAF) or in an induction fbrnace
(IF) using scrap. Induction furnaces arevery unique to India.The secondary steel industry
includes so-called “mini-mills”, which make relatively simple products from low-priced
scrap. In secondary steel production, the scrap is melted and refined, using a strong
electric current. Several process variations exist, using either AC or DC currents, and
fhels can be injected to reduce electricity use. Steel makingbased on externalscrap (scrap
from outside the steel sector) requires less than half as much primary energy as steel
made from ore (Ross and Liu, 1991).

2.2.6 Casting

Afier raw steel is produced, it is ca.$’tin preparationfor rolling and finishing. Casting can
be a batch (ingots) or a continuous process (slabs, blooms; billets). The cast material can
be sold as ingots or slabs to steel manufacturing industries. With ingot casting, liquid

5
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steel is cast into ingots thatare cooled, thenreheatedand hot-rolled into slabs, blooms, or
billets in a primary mill. The semi-finished steel is then cooled, descaled, and inspected
before moving to rolling mills where it is again reheated. In continuous casting, the
reheatingstep is eliminatedbecause the molten steel is cast dnectly into slabs or blooms,
which can be passed to the reheatingfurnace while hot. Continuous casting is therefore
significantly more efficient in energy, yield, quality, and labor productivity as it reduces
materialloss and improves production time.

Ingot casting is the classical process and is rapidly being replaced by continuous casting
machines (CCM). In 1993
continuously (11S1,1994).

2.2.7 Rolling and Finishing

around 70°/0 of global crude steel production was cast

,

In the final production stages, the rough shapes produced by casting are rolled into thin
sheets, bars, profiles (heavy sections and light profiles), or drawn into pipe or wire.
Generally, the steel is first heated in a hot rolling mill to just below the melting point and
then passed through heavy roller sections to reduce thickness. After hot rolling, some
steel sheets areprocessed in cold rolling mills to produce even thinnersheets,which are
used in “numerousapplications.

Finishing is the final production step, and may include a large, number of different
processes including annealing (heat treatment),pickling (removal of scale, coating, and
oxides), and stiace treatment.The amount of energy consumed in the ftishing stage is
small compared to otherprocesses.

2.3 Iron and Steel Production in India

Although iron and steel is one of the most important industries in the Indian
manufacturing sector, India is only the 15* largest steel producer in the world.
Originating from the first set up of a single steel plant in 1911-12, the iron and steel
sector included 7 integratediron and steel plants in 1995-96. Due to the regulatory and
political development of the sector only one of these plants is in private handsaccounting
for about 15’% of total steel production. The integrated steel.units usually use the blast
&ace – basic oxygen/open hearthfurnaceprocess route for iron and steelproduction. In
addition, there are about 180 secondary producers employing the electric arc fiunace
process. Another 500 mostly smaller units rely on other processes such as induction
fimace process, melting by re-rollers, and ship breaking units.



Table 2.2 lists the different process routes and their shies in India and the world for
19930

1 DhectReduction . 19 3 2 12

ISteel OpenHearthFurnace 69 10 5 26
BasicOxygenFurnace 431 59 8 47
ElectricArcFurnace 225 31 5 27
Other 1 <1 0.04 <1

Source:11S1(1994,1997).
Mt- milliontonnes(metric),t- tonne(metric)

The economics of steel production in a conventional integrated steel plant is largely
dictated by the iron-making operations. This is due to the high ener~ requirementsfor
the conversion of iron ore into pig or sponge iron atthe iron-making stage.

Table 2.3 presentspig iron and sponge iron production over the last 12 years. Production
of sponge iron through the direct ;eductionlhot briquette iron (H131)process has grown
from 0.05 to 4.20 Mt between 1983 and 1995. Due to constraints in the availability of
scrap for secondary steel production sponge iron has increasingly been used as a high
quality substitutefor scrap in electric arc furnaces. Similarly, pig iron production has
expanded continuously over the time horizon.

*e&.. >-:,:.,, ;-:, . . ;,,>,
,,,..’, .,, ,

,. .,:, . . .
,-. ... ,. ;. .-

,: ,,,. ,1 ,,. ./ ,,~. ,4:, : ../.

1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96

9.49
9.84
10.46
10.81
11.60
11.93
12.00
14.18
15.13
15.67
17.81

0.08
0.10
0.15
0.19
0.19
0.26
0.61
1.15
1.44
2.21
2.92

9.57
9.94
10.61
11.00
11.79
12.19
12.61
15.33
16.57
17.88
20.73

19.03 4.20 23.23

Source:1982-1985:11S1,SteelStatisticalYearbook(1992);1986-1995:11S1,SteelStatisticsof
DevelopingCountries(1997).

Table 2.4 provides tiormation on supply of crude steel in India split up by the different
process types used. The primary steel producers hold the major share in India’s overall

7
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steel production. The 7 large integratedsteel plants account for more than 70% of India’s
steel production. Modern integrated Steel units use the Blast Furnace/Basic Oxygen
Furnace route for steel production. However, around 20’% of total steeI is still produced
throughthe technologically less advanced Open HearthProcess (see Table 2.5). Some of
the major siteshave both basic oxygen and open hearthfiunaces.

The secondary steel sector accounts for nearly 30% of India’s crude steel production. The
unitsproducing second~ steel are usually relatively small of size. They were mostly set
up in the early 1970s when suddenly the gap between demand and supply widened and
more capacity was needed to meet local needs.

Table 2.4: Crude Steel Production - Processwise
;y@&;,_&~
.-++~:=:..; j ;--..

_>*,..-.,:.,.-=..,.>:.
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96

4.86
4.93
4.66
4.61
4.88
4.63
4.68
4.84
4.76
4.68
4.93

3.44
3.96
4.34
4.88
5.64
5.93

6.17
7.48
8.25
8.61
9.36

8.30
8.89
9.00
9.49
10.52
10.56
10.85
12.32
13.01
13.29
14.29

4.11 1I .29 15.40
Source:1982-1985:11S1,SteelStatisticalYearbook(1992);198

Countries,11S1(1997).

(milliontonnes)

2.26 10.56
3.04 11.93
3.20 0 12.20
3.64 0 13.13
3.79 0 14.31
4.05 0 14.61
4.11 0 14.96
4.78 0 17.10
5.11 0.001 18.12
4.83 0.04 18.16
4.97 0.02 19.28
5.37 0 20.77

1995: SteelStatisticsof Developing

Table 2.5: Crude Steel Production Shares – Processwise (percentage)

1985-86 - 41.3 33.2 25.5
1990-91 31.3 41.2 27.5
1994-95 25.6 48.6 25.8
1995-96 19.8 54.4 25.8
Source:1982-1985:11S1,SteelStatisticalYearlmok(1992);1986-1995:Steel

Statisticsof DevelopingCountries,11S1(1997).

The electric arc fi.u-naceis still the most common process type to produce steel from
scrap. The EAF industryin India has been mainly producing mild steel grades, although
it would be more than equally weIl suited for producing alloy and special steel. As a
result, mini steel plants have been challenged by economical problems over the past
years. Many plants had to close down or reduce production leading to substantialidle
capacity. The economic problems’ were mainly due to increased power tariffs in
connection with high uncertaintyabout steadypower supply, increasesin cost and quality

8



of essentialinputs,particularlyscrap, not only within India but also on the world market,
and uneconomic sizes of fbrnaces.

With increasing competition in the steel sector both nationally and internationallythe
small steel plants, i.e. the EAF industry, are forced to go for modernization and
expansion. EAF industrieshave startedusing up~aded technology, increasingthe use of
sponge iron ~ough continuous feeding, scrap preheating and other modem and more
efficient features. Furthermore,the secondary steel industry has more and more turned
towards the combined use of mini blast fi.unaces (to supply hot metal) and electric arc
fbrnaces. This combination basically presents a new approach to integrating steel
production. However, although both process routes, direct reductionhnini blast furnace
and electric arc furnace, present a cheaper and more easily available alternativethey
require substantiallymore energy input than scrap use or the blast furnacehsic oxygen
route.

Another secondary steel producing technology, the induction fhmace, has increasingly
found application in India. Among all steel producing countries, India is probably the

,,

only country using it on a larger scale. The reorientation towards the use of induction
iirnace facilities for steel making startedin the late 1970s or early 1980s. Today, some of
the manufacturerseven shut down their electric arc fiu-nacesto install larger induction
furnacesin thecapacity range of 8--12t. Overall, its shareis still very small.

Total installed capacity for integrated steel plants and electric arc fimnacesis shown in t

Table 2.6. Capacity underutilization as in other industrial sectors presents a major I

drawback in the Indian iron and steel sector. Capacity utilization has historically been
fluctuating.From a low startin 1970-71 of 67% average capacity utilization, it increased

[

to 84’% in 1977-78 and declined again thereafterto around 75% in 1981-82. In recent ,,
years capacity utilization improved again to around 85% on average. It needs to be
mentioned thatthe range of capacity utilizationbetween plants is considerable. In 1970-
71 it ranged from 40% to 86V0,in 1977-78 two plants even registered capacity utilization
of over 94V0.The capacity utilization in mini steel plants is usually very low (around
56’%0)resulting largely from an inadequate supply of scrap and power. (Datt and
Sundharam,1998)

Table 2.6: Installed Capacity – Crude Steel (milliontonn[

1992-93 16.4 na
1993-94 16.4 na
1994-95 16.4
1995-96 17.3 :4 25.7
Source: Mishra(1998).

,

Capacity underutilizationresulted in high costs of production and losses. According to ,,

Datt and Sundharam(1998) it was due to inadequatesupply of coal and power, transport
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bottlenecks and other infiastructural constraints, lack of proper maintenance, poor
management (e.g. caused by frequent changes in the top management of public sector
plants), extensive labor troubles and in more recent years due to lack of demand by
engineering industries like railway wagons etc. Furthermore,public units seemed to be
particularlyinefficient. They show continuous losses since they were set up additionally
due to heavy investments on social overheads and administered prices and controlled
distributionthatdid not allow theseunitsto receive reasonablereturnsfor theirproducts.

As a result of the difficulties within the sector, India needed to import steel since 1970-
71. However, the industry recovered significantly with the introduction of overall
modernization as well as decontrol and liberalization efforts in both domestic steel
production and import of steel items in the early 1990s. Due to higher domestic
production and switch-over to higher value product mixes imports were limited over
time. Today, India is able.to increasinglyparticipatein the world market - as an exporter
as well as importer of steelproducts.

Table 2.7: Consumption and Production of Finished Steel (xni]liontonne

1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95

`"=`J~~Qd~~fi@~$:&&yj:~~~$:z~eE~p`ofii%:jJi:&:s::.&Lonj@ytionz%:3i>c;:-e;,;~..~=,.

9,13 1.37 10.5
8.50 1.36 9.86
8.78 0.77 9.56
10.03 0.73 10.76
10.54 1.34 11.88
11.95 0.86 12.81
13.36 0.77 14.13
13.4 0.28 14.12

13.83 0.73 14.55
14.63 0.23 14.86
15.51 -0.08 15.42
15.20 -0.28 14.92
17.22 0.43 17.65

Source: Centre tor Monitoring Indian Economy (1996).

I

Table 2.8: Casting Technologies for Steel Production in India - Output and Shares

(incl. strip costing~ % Share 4.2 6.8 8.1 9.9 11.6 12.5 14.6 17.0 19.3 22.4 33.8
1

ibgotcasting Mt 11.44 11.28 11.81 12.58 12.61 12.81 14.29 14.69 13.93 14.45 13.71
I % Share 95.8 93.2 91.9 90.1 88.4 87.5 85.4 83.0 80.7 77.6 66.2

,1985: World Steel Trade (1983-1993), OECD -1986-1995: Steel Statistics of Developing Countries, 11S1
~(1997).

Continuous casting presents the most efficient technology to-date. It is increasingly
substitutingingot casting all around the world as well as in India (see Table 2.8). In
Indianintegratedsteel plantscontinuous casting accounted for less than 10’%0of output in
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1986-87. By 1991, however, it had increased its shareto 14-15’XO.Generally, most of the
integratedsteelplants are expected to switch over to continuous casting by the end of the
century.As far as mini steel plants are concerned, in 1986-87, 75°/0of the production was
continuously cast. New mini plants set up in India have 90°/0 of their steel production
throughcontinuous casting.

2.3.1 Raw Materials

In general, India is well equipped with iron ore reserves. Furthermore,iron ore and coal
can be extractedin close proximity to each other. However, quality of both iron ore and
coal is very low. India’s iron ores have relatively high alumina and low iron contents
which causes adverse slag chemistry. In addition, ores are less closely sized and contain
larger amountsof undesirables fines than in other countries. Likewise, India’s coal is of
low grade. Containinghigh ash and being metallurgicalthe coal is less thanideally suited
for making coke for the reduction of iron.

Both iron ore and coal quality, therefore, have to be improved to serve as suitable inputs
for steel production. Different types of ore can be blended to overcome part of the
problem and only ores specifically suited for the respective reduction process should be
used. Moreover, domestic coal can be washed, precarbonized by stamp chargingor partial
briquetting for more efficient coke production. It can further be substituted by high
quality imported coal.

The availability and quality of Indian scrap for secondary steel production is rather
limited. Domestic scrap has to be supplemented by scrap imports which are subject to
highly uncertainworld marketpricing. Additionally, electrical energy as a second major
input to secondary steel production is associated with uncertaintyregarding the security
of supply andprices.

2.3.2 Energy Use

Primary sources of energy utilized in the iron and steel sector encompass coking coal,
non-coking coal, liquid hydrocarbons, and electricity. Out of these coking coal holds the
major share of energy used (65-80’%0).While coking coal, non-coking coal and liquid
hydrocarbons are primarily used in integratedsteel production, electricity by far presents
the major input for steel making in mini plants using electric arc fi.unaces or induction
fi.mnaces.

Specific final energy consumption in India has reduced considerably in recent years.
While in the 1980s final energy consumption had been on average 45 GJhcs (excluding
energy used for coke making), in the early 1990s it had already declined to around 35
GJ/tcs and has since fiut.herdecreased to an average 33 GJ/tcs in 1995-96. However,
specific energy consumption in India is still considerably higher than in the industrialized
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world (ranging from 17.1 GJ/tcs (Netherlands) to 20 GJhcs (France) in 1994)2 (IISI,
1996a).

Besides technology and process related factors there are several other general factors
tiecting specific ener~ consumption in steel plants. The product mix, for example, has
impact on energy use. The manufacture of more complex and high quality products
increases overall energy intensity. In addition there are factors specific to India that
should be takeninto account when trying to understandwhy specific energy consumption
in Indiansteel plants is higher. They include the quality of raw materialthatis available
to Indian industries, the scale of operation, plant sizes and sizes of coke ovens, plant
utilizationfactors, economic and political incentive structuresfor adoption of technology
updatesandmodernizatio~ and the installationof energy saving and recovery systems.

2.4 Past and Future Demand

Demand for steel products has almost continuously been higher than steel production in
the past causing India to be a net importer of steel (Table 2.7). Due to various restrictive
government regulations regarding distribution, pricing and importing of steel,
consumption has to a significant extent been influenced by domestic availability of steel.
In a liberalized economy consumption is expected to grow according to free market
demand and no longer to be restricted by supply constraints. Steel as an input to the
production of major capital goods, such as automobiles, railwaysj power plants etc. is
highly dependenton the development of these sectors. Steel demand is thereforenot only
determinedby the aggregatelevel of investmentand industrialproduction but also by the
allocation of resources across different sectors and their shares in total industrial
production. (pal, 1997)

Both gross domestic capital formation in the construction sector and gross domestic
capital formation in machinery and equipmenthave been identified as major contributors
to steel demand. Furthervariables include sectoral as well as overall GDP and demand
for consumer durables. Based on these factors Pal (1997) predicts demand for finished
steel products to increase significantly at an average of 9.5% from 20.4 Mt in 1996-97 to
33 Mt in 2001-02. Demand for pig iron is forecast to rise at an average 5% during the
same time period.

2.5 Policy

The Indian iron and steel sector has been under strict government control for almost the
whole period since independence. Government interventiontook place in the form of
both direct and indirect intervention. ,Direct intervention happened in the form of
government control over distribution of available steel among consumers and indirect
interventiontook the form of price control and import levies.

2It should be noted that for an exact comparison between countries specific ener~ consumption would
need to be adjusted for the country specific product and technology mix.
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After independence in 1947, the government took fidl control over the iron and steel
sector and establisheda policy of restrictingdevelopment of new integratedsteel plantsto
the public sector. From then on first two and after conversion of IISCO to a public enti~
only one integratedsteel company was privately owned. In 1959 the government formally
approved the setting up of privately owned EAF based mini plants by modi@ing the
IndustrialPolicy Resolution, 1956. The policy change was due to sustained shortage of
steel in the Indian economy. Although these units expanded their capacity rapidly they
could not make up for the consequent neglect of expansion in the public steel sector
during that time. However, they contributed significantly to the availability of steel
keeping the amountof steel imports relatively low.

Prices of different steel products were determined by the government and announced by
the Joint Plant Committee (JPC), a body constituted in 1964 under the Iron and Steel
Control Order. The Commitiee is headed by the Development Commissioner for Iron and
Steel. All major steel plants and the railways are members of the JPC. However, not all
steel items were under immediate control of JPC. Rerolling units, electric arc fhrnace
units and alloy steel producers were allowed to fix their own prices for their products.
From the main producers about 80% of production of the plantsunder the Steel Authority
of India Limited (SAIL) and about 65°/0 of the production of the private company
(TISCO) were regulatedby the JIW.

Prices were fixed by the JPC according.to nonnative costs and cert~n levies like the Steel
Development Fund (SFD), Engineering Goods Export Assistance Fund (EGEAF), JPC
Cess, Freight Equalization Fund (FEF) etc. The SDF related to new development works
and only applied to four large plants. JPC Cess was charged from consumers of steel for
maintainingthe JPC. Through the freight pooling system iron and steel materialswere
made available at a uniform price throughout the country. The price contained a freight
component that was averaged over the country as a whole. The freight pooling system
thus promoted equal industrialdevelopment all over the country. The distributionpolicy
aimed at ensuring an equitable distribution among end-users and meeting the
requirementsof the priority sectors like Railways, Defense and Power. Together with the
price policy the government wanted to ensure iron and steel availability to consumers
according to theirpriority atreasonableprices throughoutthe country.

From 1972 on, due to impeded growth in the steel industry, the government introduced
dual pricing in the iron and steel industry. Certain steel products such as heavy
structural, flats and railway materials were made available at low prices. For other
products, prices were allowed to increase significantly. Such asymmetric fixed prices
remained active for a long period. In 1982, the Bureau of ~Industrial Costs and Prices
(BICP) officially observed what had been implied for a long time: Costs and prices of
different categories of iron and steel did not show any systematicrelationshipunder dual
pricing. A comparison of actual ahd calculated ‘normated’ costs for each steel item
revealed that only MO items, i.e. heavy structural and H.R. coils, had been priced “
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adequately. Some products, such as pig iron and semi-fmished steel, were substantially
underprice~ otherssubstantiallyoverpriced.

In general,pig iron, semi-finished products and long products produced by the Integrated
Steel Plantswere underpriced.Prices for products, however, produced out of these semi-
finished products were determined in the market.As a consequence many steel rerolling
companies were set up that used cheap semi-finished products for producing final
products thatcould be sold at free marketprices. This way the rerolling units could gain
enormous profits at the expense of the inte~ated steel industry.

Since 1992 the government has gradually decontrolled prices and distribution of steel.
The new policy still includes control over distribution to priority sectors. Private
production, however, has been totally decontrolled. The levies chtiged by JPC for the
Steel Development Fund, EngineeringGoods Exports Assistance Fund and JPC Cess will
continue. Ye~ freight equalization has been abandoned subject to certain conditions.
Furthermoreimport duties have been substantiallyreduced by 20’Moand more on imports
of various semi-finished and finished steelproducts.

In the progress of industrialdevelopment the government has also provided facilities to
support mini-steel plants. These include (i) liberal import of melting scrap and sponge
iron without import duty, (ii) free diversification into all grades of carbon and alloy
steels, including stainless steel, (iii) installationof captive rolling units, (iv) addition of
balancing facilities like continuous casting machines,heat treatmentfiunaces, etc.

1972

1982
1992

Control

Levies

Dual Pricing

Review of Dual Pricing
Price and Distribution
Decontrol

Reduction of Import
Duties

Committee (JPC) (Iron and Steel Control O~der). All major steel
plants and railways are members of JPC. Not subject to price
controls: rerolling units, electric arc furnace units, alloy steel
producers.
Levies are charged for Steel Development Fund (SFD),
Engineering Goods Export Assistance Fund (EGEAF), JPC Cess,
and Freight Equalization Fund (FEF).
Heavy structural, flats and railway materials (priority items) at
low prices, other product prices allowed to increase significantly.
Review by Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices
Distribution to priority sectors still under control, private
production completely decontrolled. Levies to SDF, EGEAF and
JPC Cess continue. Freight equalization abandoned.
Reduction of 20% and more on imports of various semi-fmished
and finished steel rxoducts.

Source: Datt and Sundharam (1998), Pal (1997), Sidhu (198~) ahd Ahluwalia (1985, 1991)
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3. Statistical and Econometric Estimates

3.1 Statistical Analysis .

A varietyof studies on productivity growth and technological change in Indian industries
has been carried out so far. Originally these studies were driven by an interest in
understandingthe capital vanishing phenomena in the Indian industrybetween 1950 and
1980. During thattime labor productivity as well as capital availability and use increased
considerably, while the overall growth rate of the economy, however, stagnatedat low
levels (see Ahluwali~ 1991). Concerned about the efficiency of resource use researchers
started investigating productivity growth and input factor substitutions for aggregate
manufacturing as well as various industries. The results of these analyses differed
substantiallydepending on the methodology, statisticalspecification employed as well as
on theunderlyingsources of da~ levels of aggregation and time periods considered.

Over time more sophisticated and refined methodologies in connection with longer time
series were employed to study productivity change. The contribution of total factor
productivity to output growth was of primary interestto explain the still low economic
development. Partial factor productivity was investigated to better understand the
importance of each factor of production and to evaluate substitutionpossibilities. In this
context the role of energy within the production process received increasingattentionand
consequently besides the primary factors of production (capital and labor), energy and
materialswere added as secondary input factors into the analyses.

Commonly, threemajor growth accounting approaches are considered for estimatingtotal
factor productivity as well as total productivity growth: the Translog Index, the Solow
Index and the Kendrick Index. Total factor productivity growth (TFPG) measures the
growth in gross value added (GVA) in excess of the growth of a weighted combination of
the two inputs capital and labor. For me&wring output in form of gross value added all
intermediateinputs are deducted. Thus, gross value added only provides the value that is
actually added in the production process by using the two primary inputs of production:
capital and labor. Total Productivity Growth, in contrast, relates gross value of output
(VO) to the four input factors capital, labor, energy and materials. Since it accounts for
intermediate inputs as well as primary inputs, value of output provides the more
appropriate output measure if interested in analyzing energy and material as well as
capitaland labor.

The three indices developed dfier in their complexity and the underlying economic
assumptions.A detailed derivation of the three indices is provided in a survey report by
Mongia and Sathaye (1998a). The Kendrick index is easy to understand in using an
arithmeticaggregation scheme for the inputs. It is restrictive in that it is based on the
assumptionof a linear production fimction and in assigning constant (base year) sharesin
GVA (’VO respectively) to the inputs. The SOIOWindex is slightIy more general in
assuming a neo-classical, Cobb-Douglas, specification of the production fiction with
constant returnsto scale, pefiect competition in the market and factors being rewarded

-.
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their marginal products. The translog measure is based on a more complex production
fhnction associatedwith only a minimum numbersof assumptions.It is therefore of more
generalnatureand provides the preferably used measurefor productivity growth.

Partial factor productivity (PP) indices are reported for all input factors. They are
obtained by simply dividing the value figure for each factor by the gross value of output
or by the gross value added respectively. Partialfactor productivity growth indicateshow
much output changes in relationto a fixed amountof each single input. It measureshow
“productive” a factor is. Taking the inverse it means how much of a factor has to be used
to produce a specific amount of output - it measures the factor intensity of production.
Changes over time indicate a shift in production towards more intensive use of one factor
probably accompanied by less use of another factor. Additionally, the capital labor ratio
(K-L ratio) shows how much capital per head is used in the production process and
provides a rough measure of the capital intensity of production. The tradeoff between
capital and labor is particularlyinterestingin the context of labor intensive developing
countries, like Indi~ that decided on the emphasis of capital intensive industries in its
early development stagesin order to improve the overall economic situation.

Considering capital and labor productivity one should keep in mind that conceptually, in
situations where capital intensity is increasing over time, the analysis of partial
productivity changes may overstate the increase in labor productivity and understatethe
increase in capital productivity (Ahluwali~ 1991). With r&g capital labor ratio
resources may shift from labor to the use of capital. Due to this shift, the measured
increase in labor productivity may be larger than the pure increase in the productivity
component (i.e. the change thatis solely due to learning, learning-by-doing, improvement
of skills, experience etc.). Similarly, the increase in pure capital productivity may be
higherthanthemeasuredincrease.

The next section will give an overview of previous studies thathave been conducted on
productivity changes in the iron and steel industry.Thereafter, in the following section,
we develop our own estimatesfor bo& total and partialproductivity using a consistent
theoreticaland empirical framework.

3.1.1 Previous Studies

.
Previous results for statisticalestimates of total factor productivity using the Translog,
Solow and/or Kendrick index as well as measures of partial factor productivity and
production functions for the iron and steel industryare given in Appendix A. Figures 3.1
-3.4 display both the historical as well as our own estimatesgraphically. The graphical
presentationallows to immediately capturethe large differences in the estimatesobtained
by researchersfor various points of time. The overview draws on Mongia and Sathaye
(1998a).
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3.1.1.1 Partial Productivity

Capital Productivity

Partialproductivity growth estimates for capital are presented in Figure 3.3. Except for
the CSO study between 1969-77, estimates by various authors reveal negative capital
productivity growth independentof the time period considered. Most study results range
from –2.5Y0 to –3.3’%0 productivity loss per year. The CSO study reports capital
productivity loss in this range, at -2.74% p.s., for the subperiod 1960-71 only. Over their
whole study period, 1960-77, capital productivity decrease is lower at -0.81 ‘A p.s., while
for the later years, 1969-77, the study reveals positive development of capital
productivity, increasing at 2.07% p.s.

Mehta’s results for the iron and steel sector differ substantiallyfrom all other authors’
calculations. According to Mehta capital productivity loss reaches an enormous –22.8°/0.
The studyperiod, however, encompasses a very early time period, 1953-65. It might thus
account for the immediate effects of India’s independence from British colonialization in
1947.

Labor Productivity

As can be seen in Figure 3.4, estimates for labor productivity growth have been
conducted by the same authors.Ahluwalia’s, Goldar’s and the CSO calculations result in
positive productivity growth ranging from O’XOto 1.48’% p.s. for different time periods .
considered. Negative development has been reported by both, Kumari and Mehta. Kumari
shows slight productivi~ loss at,-0.74°/0 for the period 1981-87, while Mehta again
reveals a high decline of –5.20/0p. a. for the earliertime period.

Capital-Labor Ratio .

The overall trend in the iron and steel industry has been towards capital deepening as
indicated by the development of the capital-labor ratio overtime. All study resultsexcept
one supportthis finding. The resultingestimates are more dispersed thanthe findings for
capital and labor productivity. They range from 1.7°/0p.s. (CSO, 1960-77) to 5.1°/0p.s.
(Ahluwalia, 1960-86). Again, Mehta, obtains a very different result capital labor ratio
grows at 16.9’XOin the post-independence period, 1953-65. In contrast, the CSO study
shows a negative development for capital labor intensity, a decrease of –2.07°/0 p.s.
between 1969-77.
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Figure 3.1: Estimates of Total Factor Productivity Growth
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Figure 3.2: Estimates of Partial Productivity Growth: Capital
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Figure 3.3: Estimates of Partial Productivity Growth: Labor
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Figure 3.4: Estimates of Capital-Labor Ratio
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Nota “Own Estimates”are compoundgrowthratesforthe time period under consideration. For the translog indices they present
exponential growth.
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3.1.1.2 Total Factor Productivity Growth

The development of total factor productivity in the iron and steel sector has been
investigatedin various studies. The results for different time periods are very consistent
indicating negative changes in productivity over time except for two subperiods in the
CSO studyand one subperiod in a study by Pradhan.Leaving aside the studyby Pradhan,
the results for total factor productivity growth are very concentratedwithin a band of –
0.7’XOto –1 .66% independentof the approachused and the time horizon considered.

For the period immediately following independence, 1953-65, Mehta estimatesa loss in
total factor productivity at -6.3°A employing the Solow index. The Kendrick index
reveals a decline in productivity substantiallyhigher at –22.9°/0 p.s. for the same period.
In contrastto these findings, productivity gainshave been reportedby CSO for the period
1960-77 at 0.07% p.s. and for the period 1969-77 at 1.29’70p.s. as well as by Pradhanfor
the period 1972-81 at 1.49% p.s.

3.1.2 Own Estimates

In this section we present in detail o& own estimates for both total and partial
productivity. We develop the Translog, Solow and Kendrick index using a consistent
theoretical and empirical framework. With the recognition of energy as a critical factor
for economic growth and the special emphasis on energy use within this report, we
explicitly account for energy in using a four factor input approach (K,L,E,M) in our
analysis. As a comparison, we additionally statethe results obtained from the two input
factor model. Data has been compiled for the years 1973-93 from the Annual Survey of
Industries,ASI. The methodology is explained in detail in Mongia and Sathaye(1998).

3.1.2.1 Partial Productivity

Table 3.1 gives the partialproductivity growth for the various inputsbased on both value
of outputand gross value added. The table indicates the growth rate over the whole time
period as well as split up by different time rangeswithin this period. Growth ratesfor the
time periods are calculated as compound growth rates. This is to be in accordance with
existing growth estimates conducted by various authors and presented in Section 3.1.1.
above. Figure3.5 displays thepartialproductivity of capital, labor, energy andmaterialin
relationto thevalue of output.

Over the whole time period (1973-93) both labor and energy productivity showed an
increasingtrend,while capital and materialproductivity followed a downward trend.The
growth rates as well as the figure support changes in average productivity in the mid
1980s and again in 1991-92. Between 1973 and 1985 for example capital productivity
decreased not as significantly as in the following period between 1985 and 1991. The
downward trend intensified even. more following 1991 when capital productivity
decreased at an average of –3.41 %. In contrast, material productivity in the same
subperiods,though on averagenegative for the whole time period, increasedsubstantially

I
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from-2.45% between 1973-85 to–1.17% between 1985-91 and fi.nallyto a positive
development of 5.0270 in the last three years. Similarly, energy productivity accelerated
from period to period reaching a productivity gain of 5.59% between 1991-93. Labor
productivity fluctuatedin the time period from highly positive numbers to lower positive
development. The middle period, 1985-91, stands out by its high increase in labor ,
productivity of an average 7.68%.

I1973-85 -1.81 4.87 0.38 -2.45 6.81 -4.09 2.44
1985-91 -2.68 7.68 2.40 -1.17 10.64 -6.49 3.47
1991-93 -3.41 2.67 5.59 5.02 6.29 10.73 17.70 I
Trend Rate
1973-93 -1.87 4.84 0.9s -2.92 6.71 -3.72 2.99
Note CompoundGrowth;TrendRatecalculatedassemi-logarhhmictimetrend,significanton5%level.

Figure 3.5: Index of Partial Productivity (KLEM and Value of Output)
basedon 1973-74constantvalues
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The examination of capital and labor in relation to gross value added ratherthan gross
value of output confirms the results for capital and labor productivity. Only in the last
subperiod growth rates for GVA productivities dfier substantiallyfrom Value of Output
partialproductivities, for capital productivity in both direction and magnitude of change
while for labor productivity only in-magnitude.This difference can be explained in view
of a substantialincrease in GVA between 1992-93, while at the same time VO decreased.
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The growth in GVA in that last year offsets any productivity loss indicated by the VO
measure.

The increase in labor productivity is to some extent the result of the process of capital
deepening, the increasing use of capital per unit of labor, indicated by a high growth in
the capital labor ratio at 6.29%. Resources have shifted from labor to the use of capital
over time.

3.1.2.2 Total Factor Productivity

Total factor productivity relatesthe inputfactors capital and labor to gross value added. It
measuresthe growth in gross value added (GVA) thatcan not be explained by the growth
of a weighted combination of the two inputscapital and labor.

Figure 3.6 shows the development of total factor productivity as measured by the
Kendrick, Solow and Translog Index over time. In addition, Table 3.2 gives total factor
productivity growth for different time periods. The growth rates for the Kendrick and the
Solow index are estimated as compound growth rates. The Translog index, however, is
based on the assumption of exponential growth due to its logarithmic, non-linear nature.

Table 3.2: Total Factor Productivity Growth

1973-85 -1.45 -6.00 -1.61
1985-91 -3.70 -4.27 -4.20
1991-93 12.08 14.77 11.95
Trend Rate
1973-93 -1.27 -2.99 -1.55 1
Note Translog Exponential Growth; Solow, Kendrick Compound Growth.
Trend Rate calculated as semi-logarithmic time trend, significant on 5%level.

The three indices are related in their patters, roughly following parallel trends. The
Translog and the Kendrick index are quite close in value while the Solow index reveals
lower numbers.The growth ratesfor both the whole period as well as the subperiods are
thusvery similarfor the Kendrick and Translog index. For the Solow index due to bigger
changes on the base of lower values they show more extreme behavior.

For the whole time period all threeindices show fluctuatingpatternsresultingin average
losses of total factor productivity (Translog: -1.27V0,Solow: -2.99Y0,Kendrick: -1.55’Yo).
The split up in three time periods supports the fluctuating behavior, indicating highest
productivity losses in the second period, ”1985-1991 (except for the Solow index which
stiered a sharpdrop in the initialperiod, 1973-85). Besides a peak in 1988, total factor
productivity fell at average rates of 3.7’XOfor the Translog index, -4.27Y0 for the Solow
index and -4.2°/0 for the Kendrick index. Following a bottom point in 1991, total factor
productivityrecovered immensely growing at 11.95% (Kendrick) to 14.77% (Solow).
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Figure 3.6: Index of Total Factor Productivity
basedon 1973-74constantvalues
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,3.1.2.3 Total Productivity

Total productivity measuresthe growth in gross value of outputin excess of the growth
of a weighted combination of the inputscapital, labor, energy and material.As with total
factor productivity we consider three different indices for measuringtotal productivity.

1973-85 -1.46 -3.03

I
-1.25 .

1985-91 -0.82 -0.66 -0.78
1991-93 2.83 3.34 2.41

Trend Rate
1973-93 -1.71 . -2.39 -1.59

Note: Translog Exponential Growth; Solow, Kendrick: Compound Growth.
Trend Rate calculated as semi-logarithmic time trend, significant on 5%level.

Table 3.3 and Figure 3.7 presentthe growth of the three indices and their evolution over
time. Considering the whole period all three indices show negative growth of total
productivity. (Translog: -1.71%, Kendrick: -1.59% and Solow -2.39%). However, the
division into three subperiods reve+s a positive development over time. Between 1973-
85 productivity loss was highest at –1 .25’Mo(Kendrick) to –3.03V0 (Solow). During the
following subperiod, 1985-91; productivity loss slowed down to -0.66V0 (Solow) and –
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0.82’% (Translog) and finally turned around to considerable productivity gains of 2.41’%
(Kendrick) to 3.34% (Solow) in the period 1991-93.

Figure 3.7: Index of Total Productivity
basedon 1973-74constantvalues
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Decomposition of Growth in Value of Output

A very insightful way of looking at growth in output is to decompose growth into the
contributionof factor input changes and total productivity growth. Generally, growth in
production is two-folded consisting of increased use of inputs and some additional
change (gain or loss) in productivity. As mentioned growth in productivity thereby
includes technological change, learning, .education, -org~zation and management
improvements etc. The two-folded. base of growth in output can naturally imply that
growth in outputis accompanied by increasein factor input and decrease in productivity,
by decreasein factor inputand increasein productivity or by increase in both factor input
and productivity. Table 3.4 presents the decomposition results for our study period and
the subperiodsidentified above.

Table 3.4 shows that overall output in the iron and steel sector measured as average
exponential growth of gross output followed a positive growth trend at 7.58°/0over the
period 1973-93. However, the decomposition reveals that this positive development is
solely due to increased use of factor inputs (8.410/0growth in factor inputs). Productivity
over the sametime period declined at -0.84°/0.The same statementis truefor the first two
subperiods, the pefiod
(1985-91). Increases in

of total control
inputs were the

(1973-85) and the period of preliberalization
only drivers for increties in output that were
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further diminished by an actual loss in productivity during that time. Gains in
productivity finally contributed to overall output growth in the period of liberalization,
1991-93. As total inputs did not increase significantly during that period (7.41VO)
compared to the previous periods, productivity growth reached a quite high share
accounting for 2.830A,more thanone fifth, of outputgrowth(10.25’XO).

1973-85 7.79 0.34 2.68 5.27 0.97 9.25 -1.46
1985-91 6.25 -0.03 2.29 4.35 0.46 7.07 -0.82
1991-93 10.25 0.38 3.03 3.46. 0.55 7.41 2.83

Note: Exponential Growth Rates

3.2 Econometric Analysis

The accounting fiarnework employed for the derivation of total and total factor
productivities does not explain why factor demand changes over time. However,
understandingsubstitutionprocesses between input factors and the effects of factor price
changes on input use is crucially important for determining the rate and direction of
technological change and thus productivity growth. Few researchers so fhr have tried to
tackle this issue in econometrically estimating production or dual cost fimctions and
concluding patternsand relationshipsbetween inputfactors.

3.2.1 Previous Studies

Kumari (1972) estimates a Cobb Douglas and a CES production fimction for the Indian
iron and steel sector using PE survey data for the period 1981-87. For both theoretical
frameworks the estimates indicate growth of productivity, at a rate of 3.86% p.s. for the
CD production fhnction and at a rate of 4.2% p.s. for the CES production fimction
setting.

Mehta (1980) as well estimates Cobb Douglas production functions for some energy
intensive industries including the iron and steel industry. His sample period encompasses
the years 1953 to 1965. Productivity in the iron and steel sector for his time. period grows
at 8.8°A p.s. He fin-her finds evidence of capital deepening in the production process but
could not conclude any clear trend regarding efficiency improvements.

Bhardwaj (1987) analyzes plant level data for three plants and their aggregates for two
time periods, 1962-89 and 1978-79. Estimating a translog cost fimction the aggregate
estimation reveals a slight growth in productivi~ of 0.16V0 p.s. for the first period and a
modestly higher growth of 0.59Y0, p.s. for the other two-year period. The range of

‘ productivity change among the plants is quite large. For the longer time period results
vary from a productivity loss of -0.02°/0 for one plant (Rourkela) to a gain of 0.27°/0 for
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another plant (Bhilai). Estimates for the second short period render the same relative
pattern.

3.2.2 Own Estimates

Our results for the econometric estimation of productivity change and patternsof input
substitutionare derived from both the statisticalanalysis and from estimating a translog
cost function approach with four input factors: capital, labor, energy and material.For a
detailed presentation of the economic framework, the specifications and the resulting
estimations see Roy et al. (1998). The following tables extract from their results and
presentthe most importantand most interestingfindings to our analysis.

Our analysis focuses on the causes and effects of changes of factor inputs with particular
emphasis on energy use. Accordingly, energy prices and energy price changes over time
play a dominantrole. Therefore, Table 3.5 presentsthe elasticitiesof the cost shares3for
each inputwith respect to changes only in energy prices. The technical bias parameteris
reported for all factor inputs and is crucially important for understandingdirection and
rate of technological change. It indicates which of the factors have been substantially
made use of in the process of technological change.

Table 3.5: Estimated Parameters for the Translog Cost Function Approach

bti=elastichyof shareof i inputwithrespectto the change in the price of jth input
b;= technical bias parameter

Regarding the cost share elasticities the table shows that the cost shares of labor and
capital decrease with rising energy prices while the cost shareof material increaseswith
rising energyprices, the latter,however, being statisticallyinsignificant.The parameterb,,
indicates a slight but insignificant deceleration of technical change over time. As shown
in the previous section productivity in the iron and steel sector has been decreasing over
time. Thus, a significant positive technical change parameterbfiwould indicate thatthis
decline has been accelerating over time. Changes in productivity usually affect the input
factors differently. The technological change bias parameters here indicate an
insignificant capital and significant materialusing bias. At the same time technological
change is statisticallysignificantenergy and labor saving (Table 3.6).

3Cost shares are defined as factor input costs over total input costs (sum of capital, labor, energy and
material costs).
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For the analysis of patternsof substitutionand effects of price changes on,the immediate
use of input factors the own and cross price elasticities are of particular interest.Price
elasticitiesshow the extentto which the input of one factor changes in response to a price
change of one other or the same input factor. Own price elasticitieshave to be negativeby
theory. A price increase for a normal good leads to reduced demand for this particular
good. A positive cross price elasticity indicates a substitutionalrelationship between the
two input factors considered. It gives an increase in factor demand of factor i due to a
decrease in factor price j which itself leads to a reduction in demand for factor j.

The price elasticities are shown in Table 3.7. All own price elasticities are negative as
required by theory. Among the own price elasticities, capital price elasticity is highest
with -0.9, followed by material and energy price elasticity with -0.5 and -0.4
respectively. Cross price elasticities indicate complementary relationship between labor
and energy and between capital and energy (Table 3.8). Thus, a rise in, for example,
energy prices will lead to decreased use of labor and to a lesser extent of capital.
However, material inputs will be more intensively used to substitute for the more
expensive energy input. All other input factors are substitutional. The relationship
between capital and materialis most elastic. A 10% increase in materialprice would lead
to an increase in capital input slightly more than one to one while at the same time
materialuse would decreaseby 5°/0.

Table 3.8: Elasticities of Substitution - Qualitative Overview
,... .;,<:,.:.:, :: ‘,.. ,.”,; .:,,,>-:. ~ -Energj,-l$&’,’<; -1::::”’?.Z&6r<:;?:;;.:::4-:’:.””’:;“-.gapml’:-:<;; .’.:’+$+ -... ...( . . . .. ‘,... .. ,.,:.,,. ..- ,.,.-, .

Material substitutes substitutes substitutes
Energy complements complements
Labor substitutes

t
3.3 Discussion I

The results gained and explained in the previous section need to be set in context of
actual changes in both structuralcomposition and policies within the iron and steel sector
over the last 20 years to better understandthe factors driving technological change and
productivityegrowth. ,,

As shown above productivity in the iron and steel sector has on average been decreasing
, between 1973 and 1993. However, a deceleration of productivity loss can be found over

~

time with positive productive change towards the end of the study period. The split-up ,
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into three subperiods (1973-85, 1985-91 and 1991:93) is in accordance with structural
and policy changes both in the economy”as a whole as well as in the iron and steel sector.
The first two time ranges cover the periods of total control and preliberalizationof the
economy while the last period is more specifically devoted to major liberalization
measuresintroduced in the iron and steel sector.

Productivity loss was highest in the first subperiod under consideration. Output growth
(7.6%) duringthattime was mainly driven by increased use of input factors, particularly
capital and material. Inadequatesupply of major input items, such as coal, power, scrap,
ore and transportationplaced substantialburden on the industry.The policy of price and
distribution control with its two tier pricing system did not allow plants to receive
adequate returnsto their investment and caused substantialeconomic losses. Capacity
utilization, as a result, was quite low over most of the period, although differing from
plant to plant. According to theindustrial policy statementfrom 1956-the iron and steel
industry was completely reserved for the public sector. Besides the private companies
already existing, no furtherprivate iron and steel plants were allowed to be set up. The
public units generally stiered from inefficiencies in terms of poor and inefficient
management, substantial investment burdens on social overheads, poor labor relations
and overall slow and bureaucraticprocessing.

The following subperiod, 1985-91, does not show any significant policy and structural
changes within the iron and steel sector. It is marked by more general measurestowards
liberalization in the economy. For example, licensed capacity was liberalized to allow
industries to grow at a fiasterpace, to achieve economies of scale and to undertake
modernization efforts. The government also freed the attitudetowards small-scale sector
units. Investment limits were increased and specific incentives for capacity expansion
provided. Furthermore,for manyproducts the concept of broad-banding was introduced?

Some of these measures tiected the iron and steel industry directly, such as the
promotion of small scale units. Others exerted only indirect influence on iron and steel
production. The concept of broad banding, for example, encouraged the diversification“of
production depending on factors such as market demand, raw material availability etc.
Steel intensive industries such as the automobile industry took advantage of this policy
change and increased and diversified production andthustheirdemand for steel.

Although the steel industry could not expand production to the extent necessary to meet
demandthe industryshowed w improving trend. Between 1985 and 1988 total as well as
individu@ factor productivity increased slightly. Yet, thereafterbetween 1988 and 1991
both total productivity and capital productivity once again followed a downward trend.
Capital productivity declined throughoutthe whole study period at an acceleratingrate.

4The concept of broad-banding refers to the,product mix specific to manufacturers. Under broad-banding,
licenses were issued in terms of broad categories to enable a given firm to manufacture any type of item
covered as long as total production did not exceed’the overall licensed capacity. (Datt and Sundharam,
1998)
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Only a short upward trend in capital productivity can be observed between 1985 and
1988. A reason for the upward trend might be found in the increased setup of mini-steel
plants that are generally less capital intensive. Although their individual capacity only
accounted for a negligible expansion they provided an important supplement to steel
production in total.

Two main cost factors, energy and transportationcosts, imposed substantialburden on
the industry.Costs for fuel, power, transportationas well as wages increased substantially
over time mainly due to government regulations. Furthermore, coal was not easily
available due to transportationconstraints and was of low quality. In addition to these
problems the government slowed down public investmentsin modernization, upgradation
and expansion of the iron and steel sector. Investmentslaid out in tie various plans were
refraineddue to other severe problems threateningeconomic wellbeing and development.
Capital intensive industrieshad to give priority to investmentsin other sectors thatwere
more directly relatedto basic needs.

The system of dual pricing and controlled distribution aimed at ensuring availability of
steel at reasonable prices all over the country. Sectors, such as defense, railway and
power, should be served on a priority base. The main products subject to regulated
pricing were generally underpriced. However, free market prices for the remaining
products could partly compensate for the losses obtained. Yet, as a consequence of the
pricing structure many steel rerolling units used cheap and regulated semi-finished
products for producing final products thatcould be sold at free marketprices. Due to high
profit margins these rerolling units were economically viable even at very low capacity
utilizationlevels leading to the misallocation of otherwise importantlyneeded investment
resources.

A turnaround can be observed after 1991 with the advent of major policy changes
towards decontrol and liberalization of the iron and steel sectw. The policy of decontrol
introduced in 1992 has led to an adjustmentof different prices and has implicitly induced
improved capacity utilization of various plants. Domestic supply of steel has increased
and the steel sector could recover considerably in recent years. Productivity increased at
2.8% for the first time substantiallycontributing to output growth of 10.3Yo.However,\
due to sustained growth in a few important steel intensive sectors like electricity,
transportand latentdemand for steel products prior to economic reforms the steel sector
was not significantly tiected.

)

The decomposition analysis allows to gain further insights on the contribution of both
input factors and productivity change to output growth. We find thatgroivth in output in
the iron and steel sector was obtained mainly by increased use of factor inputs.Table 3.4
shows thatgrowth in materialinputspresentsthe driving factor of output growth for most
of the time followed by growth in capital input. Overall, growth in input factors is quite
stable over time. In terms of partial“productivitygains energy and labor are outstanding.
Energy productivity accelerated from subperiod to subperiod cuhninating in a
productivity gain of 5.6% in 1991-93. This reflects the overall efforts undertakenin the
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iron and steel industry towards energy savings measures and technologies as already
observed in the down fidl of energy intensity (measured as fuel consumed over value of
output) over the time horizon. Technological change in the iron and steel industrywas
accompanied by an energy savings bias.

The development of energy prices is of particularinterestin an energy intensiveindustry
like the iron and steel industry. An increase in energy prices through policy or world
market changes would be counterbalanced by the industry’s technological progress
towards the savings of energy. With energy price increase, technological change and
productivity growth could even be tier enhanced. The analysis reveals that labor and
capital inputs are complementary to energy use. h increase in energy prices would
therefore additionally reduce demand for labor and capital. However, the inter-input
substitutionpossibilities are weak. The estimatedlow values of elasticities point to little
substitutionpossibilities.

4. Future Development of the Iron and Steel Sector

4.1 Ongoing Changes in the Iron and Steel Industry

The ongoing trend of expanding and modernizing steel production is expected to
maintainin the fhture. Major investment and expansion projects are currentlyunderway
that will substantially increase the availability of steel on domestic as well as
internationalmarkets.With the addition of two newly setup integratedsteelplants,crude
steel production capacity in the country will reach 30 Mt by the year 2000 (as opposed to
20.77 Mt as of 1995). Future production of crude steel has been estimated regressing
crude steel production on a) GDP~O@and b) GDPin~U,@.GDP~Otdis assumed to increase at
its 1990-95 trend rate of 5.4°/0 p.s., while GDpindu,@is ass~ed to grow at 6.2°/0 P-a”
(1990-95 trendrate).Projections based on these assumptionsas well as the averageof the
two production estimates are given in Table 4.1. Regressing crude steel production on

GDpiron~tee] showed lower exPlanatoW Power and did not Yield diverging Predictions”
Detailed regressionresultsarepresentedin Appendix C.

Though currentlythe iron and steel sector seems to be on an upward path in a world of
free market competition and prices, there are several drawbacks threateningthe Indian
industry.For example, the stateof technology, despite the efforts towards modernization
and up~adation, is still inferior to ,tiat in other countries. Low costs of primary inputs
have so fm led to low costs of production and economic viability of Indian steel. ‘l%ese
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advantages, however, may be eroded in the near fiture making Indian steel less
competitive.

Therefore, technological progress and the adoption of more efficient and improved
technologies need to continue supported by policy and economic incentives to the extent
possible. Conversion towards the more efficient and modern basic oxygen fbrnace
process in integratedsteel plants and continuous casting of steel will have to be fiuther
promoted until the conversion process has been completed for all plants. Special attention
regarding primary steel production has to be given to the iron making stage. The quality
of the hot metal resultinghorn iron making is most importantsince it considerably affects
subsequent operations. Silicon, phosphorous and sulfur contents of the hot metal should
be low.

The iron making”process involves two main steps: (i) preparation of materials, (ii)
reduction of ore in blast fkrnace. While the technology, size and temperature of the
fhrnace are importantfactors for increasing efficiency, the use of better prepared charge
materials presents the single most important factor in improving blast fhrnaces
productivity. Due to relatively low quality of iron ore in Indi~ potentials in this areaare
high. At present, iron ore quality can be improved through blending of different types of
ores, selecting suitable ore sources based on reduction testing, and final sizing of ore at
the plant or by adequatelycontrolling ore size.

Operating of the fiwnaces is being improved through various widely acknowledged
methods, including the injection of auxiliary fiel in the blast fhrnace. Injection of
auxiliary fiel reduces the demand for coke substantially. As coking presents another

.highly energy intensive and polluting process step this as well as other ongoing efforts
regarding the improvement of coke making, such as blending, briquetting, preheating,
stamp chargingand selective crushing, arecrucially important.

Most recently, construction of a COREX steel plant using smelt reduction has begun.
With smelt reduction use of coking coal becomes unnecessary avoiding the significant
problems associated with Indiancoke production.

Secondary steel producers are currentlyundergoing essential changes towards efficiency
and productivity gains as well. Economic viability of many of the plants is very low and
they are facing severe crises and the danger of shutdown. As scrap and electricity present
the main inputs to secondary steel production improvement in the use of these is
essential. Although import duty on scrap has been reduced from 12.5% initially to 10°/0
and subsequently to 5°/0(CMIE, 1994), costs for scrap are still very high. Furthermore,
captive power units thatwould prevent damages incurredby frequent power cuts as well
as reduce power costs can mostly not be economically installed in small and mini plants.
However, diversification of product mix towards higher quality steel products can help
these plants to keep their market position. Typically, EAF processes could not produce
highest sheet quality products due to high levels of residual elements in scrap thatcould
not be eliminated. Yet, most recently secondary steel production units became available
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to produce high quality steel. Generally, demand for high-qualityalloy steel products has
been increasing in the recent past, while demand for mild steel products has been quite
stagnant.

4.2 Potentials for Energy Efilciency Improvements

4.2.1 India versus Best Practice

Table 4.2 presents energy savings potentials by comparing specific energy consumption
in Indkm iron and steel plants with specific energy consumption in plants using world
best technology (best practice). Total final specific energy consumption in India is the
sum of fhels consumed and electricitypurchasedin the sector.

Best practice specific energy consumption is based on best practice weighting factors as
developed by Worrell (1993, 1997) and shown in Appendix D. The weighting factors
provide best specific energy consumption differentiated by technologies employed in
different process steps. For iron production these are blast fiunace and direct reduction;
for steel production EAF and BOF; for rolling hot rolling and cold rolling. Best practice
energy consumption in India can then be calculated combining these weights with India
specific structuralfigures for iron and steel production (as presented in Tables 2.3 and
2.5).

IBestPractice=”:
ElectricitySEC GJ/tcs 1.16 1.16 1.18
SavingsPotential ‘?/0 36’%0 40% 40%

Fuel SEC GJ/tcs 15.87 16.71 17.94
Savings Potential ‘?/0 53% 50% 46’%0

EAF Share 0/0 28% 27% 26% 1
- Source IEA (1998).
“*Calculatedbased on India’s sectoral structure Wd best practice weighting factors as given in
Append~ D. Structural data from 11S1(1997).

Worldwide, specific primary energy,consumption is decreasing with rising scrap-based
EAF production. This leads to a call for conversion towards EAF production to reduce
overall energy intensity in the iron and steel sector. However, due to very low electricity
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generation, transmission and distribution, efficiency in India ashiftto EAF might be
counterproductive in resulting in higher primary energy demand than with BOF.
Furthermore,due to scrap scarcity India’s EAFs are increasingly using sponge iron as
supplementaryinput next to scrap. Since the DRI/EAF route is more energy intensive
than scrap based EAF steel production a positive effect of increased EAF production on
best practice energy consumption might not be applicable to India. It is noteworthy that
India’s EAF sharehas not increasedover the last few years.

It should be noted that to not confhse gains in electricity generation efficiency and in
overall energy efficiency, only final energy consumption has been considered in the best
practice calculation. Improvements in power generation efficiency can well be expected
due to modernization and upgradation of the power sector as well as increased
establishmentof onsite captive power generatorsthat would at a r&nirnurnsubstantially
reduce transmission and distribution losses. Naturally, improvement in generation
efficiency will lead to lower primary specific energy consumption for the iron and steel
sector.

4.2.2 Categories forEnergy Efficiency Improvement

Potentialsfor energy efficiency improvements build to a large extent on ongoing changes
in the iron and steel sector. They arise from improvement in input factors, from
technology conversion and retrofittingas well as from recycling and waste heat recovery
(see Appendix E for more detail). The potential in waste heat recovery, for example, is
immense. Currently, over 50°/0of the energy used in integrated steel plants in India is
lost. Losses occur as exhaust and by product gases that could be used for electricity
generationor low heat steamproduction.

Appendix E fhrtherpresents cost effective energy savings measures that have explicitly
been analyzed for the Indianiron and steel industry.Payback periods for the investments
thatare mainly related to gas and heat recovery and improvement of input quality range
between 1 and 13 years. For eight out often measures payback periods are less than 6
years, for five investmentoptions even less than3.5 years.

4.2.3 Barriers to Energy Efficiency Improvement

Although most of the measuresfor energy efficiency improvement are cost effective and
provide net benefits within a certain time period, only few measures have been or are
currently being implemented in the Indian iron and steel sector. Barriers to ener~
efficiency improvement are of both general and firdprocess specific nature thus
occurring at the macro andmicro level of the economy.

In a capital scarce country like India capital intensive industries generally focus on
reducing capital costs rather than being concerned about energy inputs that hold low
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sharesin overall input costss. In 1993-94, energy costs in relationto total inputcosts were
as low as 6.5Y0.In contrast, energy costs in relation to production expenditureswhich do
not capturetotal capital requirementsaccounted for.30% in 1996 (TERI, 1996). Lack of
dissemination of information on energy efficient technologies as well as specific
itiormation on savings and benefits of energy savings potentialstier contributeto the
reluctanceto energy efficiency improvement.

High to medium initial investment requirements associated with energy conservation
measures place burden on the capital scarce economy. Lack of financing capabilities
(particularly for small and medium sized units), as well as lack of incentives and
investmentprograms impede the implementation of such measures. Furthermore,since
most of the more efficient and modem technologies and equipment cannot yet be
manufacturedin Indi~ acquisition of such technology and equipment requires foreign
exchange. Substantial outflows of foreign exchange, however, would place fi.n-ther
pressureon the overall economy.

While in the 1970s and 1980s strict policy control on prices and distributionof iron and
steel, although not necessarily efficient, provided a fixed planning schedule for
investmentdecisions, nowadays, in a free marketsystem returnsto investmentandprofits ,
aremuch more uncertain.Lack of confidence in the stabilityof thepolitical systemand of
lending institutions presents an additional barrier to the adoption of innovations and
modernizationmeasures.

In addition, firm and technology specific barriersto energy efficiency improvementscan
be observed. Most of the mini steel plants are not operating on economies of scale
implying thatmajor investmentprojects can not economically be implemented. Some of
the inefficiency in electric arc furnaces, for example, is only due to smaller fi.unacesize,
which on average is only 1/1O*of the US electric arc furnace size. For the same reason,
cogenerationandwaste heatuse facilities cannot be economically adopted in theseplants.

Public sector integrated steel entities are usually old using obsolete and degraded
technology. Many, particularlymore advanced, energy efficiency ‘options do not apply
unless a complete conversion or retrofit of these technologies takes place. Furthermore,
considering efficiency improvementsin a broader context of the economy often reveals a
tendency to substitutelabor (manual work) by automation. In a labor abundantcountry

5It seems usefhl to distinguish between different approaches to calculating input cost shares. Cost shares
can be calculated based on production expenditure, on operating costs (variable costs), on total input
(capital, labor, ener~, and material) costs and others. The approaches mainly differ in their assumptions on
capital costs. Operating costs, for example, comprise interest charges, rent paid and depreciation as costs of
capital, while the total input cost approach counts f~ed capital, the depreciated value of f~ed assets at the
end of the accounting year, as annual input costs of capital. If one is interested in activities such as
retrofitting, upgradation or installation of energy savings devices energy input costs in relation to operating
costs should be the ratio to take into consideration. However, if the main objective is related to substantial
capital investment through installation of new plants and equipment or major expansion of existing plants
the total input costs approach would be preferred.

.
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like Indi~ these negative “external” effects reduce the feasibility of these options
independentof cost benefit ratios.

.

4.3 Scenarios of Future Energy Efilciency

Three scenarios for fbture energy intensity have been developed linking the engineering
and the economic analysis. “

Engineering

Scenario 1 (Frozen Efficiency).
.

The frozen efhciency scenario (FE) assumes no fhrtherimprovements in energy intensity
as of 1993, the last year of the economic analysis. Using values for specific energy
consumption for the industryand using forecasts for fiture steel production, we calculate
energy use for the year 2001,2005 as well as 2010.

Scenario 2 (Best Practice)

The second scenario (Best Practice) assumes the adoption of world best (best practice)
technology in India by a) the year 2001, b) the year 2005 and c) 2010. Using specific
energy consumption values for world best technology as of today (Table 4.2) and
forecasts for futuresteel production (Table 4.1), we calculate energy consumption for the
industryin the year 2001, 2005 and 2010 respectively underthis scenario.

Economics

In contrastto the first two more engineering (bottom up) scenarios the next scenario (top
down) assumes an economic point of view. According to economic theory energy price
elasticities indicate a change in energy consumption due to a change in energy prices, all
other input factors and prices remaining unchanged. With outputbeing held const@, the
elasticities simultaneouslyprovide tiorrnation on energy intensity. We can conclude the
percentage change in energy intensity that would arise due to a percentage change in
relative energy prices. This allows us to analyze changes in energy intensity under
different energy price policy scenarios and time horizons.

Scenario 3 (Best Practice Enerw Price]

The third scenario (Best Practice Energy Price (BPEP)) assumes that by the year 2001
(2005 and 2010 respectively) enerW consumption will be reduced to today’s best practice
energy consumption, as presented in Table 4.2, by means of energy price policies alone.
The exercise shows how high a energy price change relative to other factor prices would
need to be to achieve this goal.
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Results

Table 4.3 presents the results of the scenario analysis. The frozen efficiency (FE) case
reveals that total final energy consumption in the iron and steel sector will reach 1030 PJ
by the year 2001, 1279 PJ by 2005 and 1681 PJ by the year 2010, a more than 2.5 fold
increase compared to the 1993 base year. Due to the assumption of no further
improvements in energy intensity this change is solely driven by increases in crude steel

Fuel - GJ/tcs 33.46 33.46 16.71 na
Specific Final Energy GJ/tcs 35.39 35.39 17.87 17.70
Consumption
Crude Steel Production Mt 18.16 36.15 36.15 36.15
Total Final Energy PJ 642.6 1279.2 646.0 639.9

Fuel GJ/tcs 33.46 33.46 16.71 na
Specific Final Energy GJ/tcs 35.39 35.39 17.87 17.74
Consumption
Crude Steel Production Mt 18.16 47.51 47.51 47.51
Total Final Energy PJ 642.6 1681.1 849.0 842.9
Consumption

na – not applicable

The Best Practice scenario shows that energy consumption could be reduced by more
thanhalf compared to the frozen efficiency (FE) case if world best technology as of today
would be adopted by the year 2001, 2005 and 2010 respectively. The analysis further
reveals thatby adopting today’s best practice technology in 2001 and 2005 improvements
in energy efficiency would even offset increases in the activity-level. Despite enhanced
crude steel production of 60°/0by 2001 and a doubling by 2005 a net reduction of energy
consumption of 19% for adoption of best practice technology by the year 2001 and the
1993 base level of energy consumption for adoption by 2005 would be attained.In the
longer run (201O) increases in production activity together with efficiency improvement
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lead to a total final energy consumption of 849 PJ, a mere 32% increase compared to the
1993 base level. ..

The economic analysis focuses on price policies to achieve reduction targets. It considers
the effects of changes in the price of energy relative to other input prices on energy
intensity. Such a change could be induced through the removal of subsidies on energy,
through resources scarcity (especially of oil in the Indian case), or through environmental
taxes or regulations.

The best practice energy price (BPEP) scenario shows that, keeping all other economic
variables constan~ an average annualnominal ener~ price increase of 10°/0,measuredas
increase in the fhel price index relative to other inputprices, would be sufficient to result
at total energy consumption equivalent to the best practice scenario by the year 2001.
Evaluation of the longer time horizon 2005 (2010 respectively) reveals that a lower
relative energy price increase of 6.6% p.s. (4.7Y0p.s. respectively) would be needed for
achieving best practice energy consumption by means of energy price policies alone.
Consequently, the BPEP scenario approves that, considering the nature of technological
change in India’s iron and steel industry as well as patternsof productivity change and
input substitution, energy price incentives will lead to reduced energy consumption as
would be achieved by adoptingbest practice technology.

Several comments should be acknowledged regarding the scenario analysis. Firstly, the
assumption of adoption of best practice technology by the year 2001, 2005, or 2010 is ad
hoc and not based on detailed assessmentsof specific technical and financial capabilities
in India. Secondly, as mentioned above, improvements in electricity generation and
distributioncould furthersubstantiallycontributeto energy efficiency improvement in the
iron and steel sector. Such improvement, however, has not been taken into account.

Thirdly, as within our economic modeling framework the ecpnomic scenarios provide
ceteris paribus analyses of effects of relative energy price changes on energy intensityin
an individual sector they do not take into account effects on other factors such as on
energy supply, electricity generation interfhel substitutionetc. Furthermore,increases in
energy prices will be accompanied by increases in other factor prices that will in turn
have different impacts within the economic modeling fiwnework. The scenario analysis
can be understood as a sensitivity analysis indicating that energy price policies are
effective in reducing energy intensity.

4.4 Effects on Carbon Dioxide Emissions

In a last step we will calculate carbon dioxide emissions andmitigation potentialsthrough
the adoption of energy efilciency measures. Energy is the single largest source of carbon
dioxide emissions in the iron and steel sector contributing to global environmental
problems. Reducing energy intensi~ is therefore not only beneficial in saving scarce
resources and input costs, but also in reducing carbon emissions and thus mitigating
global climate change.
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Carbon dioxide emissions fi-omdifferent fiels have been.calculated as presentedih Table
4.4. For Indi~ they are based on total energy consumed in the iron and steel sector
differentiatedby fhel type (IEA, 1998). Best practice emissions calculations arebased on
best practice energy consumption as presentedin Chapter4.2.1, assuminguse of coke in
sinterplants, blast furnaces as well as to 50°/0in pellet plants. The remaining processes
are assumedto use naturalgas (gas based case), except for EAF-slab which is assumedto
be based on theuse of naturalgas (80%) and coal (20Yo).

BestPractice:
Gasbased tco2/tcs 1.73 1.83 1.85 “

MtC02 31.32 35.50 38.50
SavingsPotential %0 47.7% 44.8% 40.8’Mo

Petroleum based tco2/tcs 1.81 1.92 1.96
Mt C02 32.82 37.03 40.60

Savings Potential 0/0 45.2’%0 42.1’XO 37.5%

P

●Calculated based on India’s sectoral structure (11S1,1997) and best practice weighting factors as
given in Appendix D. Carbon intensity factors by fuels used are presented in Appendix F.

However, given the priority allocation of natural gas to fertilizer production, natural gas

may not be sufllciently available to the iron and steel industry in the short or even long

term. Hence, the petroleum based case assumes the use of petroleum products instead of

gas for best practice iron and steel production. Information on the fiels employed in

different best practice production steps is provided by Women et al., 1993. Carbon

emissions per unit of fiel used as well as the carbon intensity per unit of energy of

cli&erent fuels specific to India are presented in Appendix F. Complete conversion of

carbon to COZ has been assumed.

The table shows that carbon dioxide emissions amounted to about 3.3 tonne of C02 per
tonne of crude steel in 1993 and 1994. In 1995, emissions were slightly lower at 3.1 t C02
per tonne of crude steel. The gas based case reveals a savings potential for COZemissions
of 410/0to 48°/0 for the three years under consideration. Best practice COZ emissions
amount to only about 1“.7to 1.8 tonnes of C02 per tonne of crude steel. They vary from
year to year due to structuralchanges in the sector. Between 1993 and 1995, best practice
COZ emissions show an increasing trend leading to reduced savings potentials. The
petroleumbased case shows savingspotentialsin the range of 38’XOto 45’Yo,slightly lower
thanin the gas based case. This is due to the higher COZintensityof petroleumproducts.
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ICrude Steel
(Mt) 18.16 29.12 36.15 47.51 29.12’ 36.15 47.51 29.12 36.15 47.51 I

Total COZ
(Mt) 59.94 96.12 119.36 156.84 50.23 62.37 81.96 52.64 65.36 85.89

The analysis shows that assuming 1995 production patternsoverall COZ emissions from
the iron and steel sector could be reduced from currently65 million tonnes to a lower end
of about 38 million tonnes. Assuming 1993 structure (as in the section on energy
efficiency), the scenario forecast (Table 4.5) reveals that best practice gas based
technology would lead to net reductions in COZ emissions until around 2005. For the
petroleum based case net reductions could be achieved until a slightly earlier point of
time. Thereafter, due to increases in production activity COZ emissions would exceed
1993 base year emissions. While in the frozen efficiency scenario emissions in 2010 will
be 2.6 fold the 1993 base year emissions, gas based best practice emissions will surmount.
1993 base year emissions by only 37% (43’Yofor the petroleum case, respectively). As
presentedabove, the fi-ozenefficiency scenario will result at emissions ahnost double the
emissions of the best practice scenario. The findings support that energy efficiency as
well as energyconservation measuresare highly effective in reducing domestic as well as
global environmentalimpacts.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper,we investigateIndia’s iron and steel sector from various angles. We develop
economic as well as engineeringindicators for productivity growth, technical change and
energy consumption thatallow us to investigate savings potentials in specific energy use
as well as carbon dioxide emissions. We discuss our findings within a broader context of
structural and policy changes in’ the sector. The economic analysis shows that
productivity has been decreasing over time. The decline in productivity was caused
largely by government protection regarding prices and distribution of steel and by
inefficiencies in integrated steel plants that were reserved to the public sector. With
liberalizationof the iron and steel industryproductivity increased substantiallyto positive
growth rates.

,
We tier introduce cost effective and low cost potentials for reducing energy
consumption as well as carbon emissions. In comparing Indian energy consumption to

best practice energy consumption we show that energy savings of about 50~0 could be
achieved. However, the implementation of initiativestowards energy efficiency is being

hampered by barriersboth of general and process specific nature occurring at the macro
and micro level of the economy. ‘
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The analysis reveals that energy policies in general and price based policies in particular

are efficacious for overcoming these barriers in giving proper incentives and cofiecting

distorted prices. Through the removal of subsidies energy prices would come to reflect
their true costs, while environmental taxes could be imposed to internalize the external
costs (including environmental costs) of energy consumption. In the short term, energy
price increases would push less productive and inefficient mostly smaller units out of the
market resulting in overall sectoral efficiency and productivity improvement. In order to
improve energy use and thus carbon emissions on a long run basis, substantial additional
investments in energy efficiency technologies for existing and new plants have to be
made. Therefore, sectoral policies should be devoted to the promotion of such
investments. An optimal policy strategy would consist of a mix of regulatory and price
based incentives within a set political and economic fiarnework.
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Appendix

Appendix A

Steel Historical Estimates

:1991)

2S0 (1981)

Goldar
[1986)

Kumari (1993)

Mehta (1980)

Pradhan (1998)

PP: Capital
PP: Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
TFPG: Kendrick
PP Capital
PP: Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
TFPG: Kendrick
PP: Capital
PP: Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
TFPG: Kentilck
PP: Capital
PP: Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
TFPG: Kentilck
PP: Capital
PP Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
TFPG: Ken&lck
TFPG: SO1OW

TFPG: Divisia
PP Capital
PP: Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
CD Prod. Function
CES Prod. Function
TFPG: Solow

TFPG: Kendrick
PP: Capital
PP: Labor
Cap/Lab Ratio
CD Prod. Function
TPG: Translog

1953-64

1963-92
1963-71
1982-81
1982-92

-1.6
-2.8
0.1
5.1

0.07
-0.81
0.89
1.7

-0.74
-2.74
1.48
4.22
1.29
2.07
0.0

-2.07
-1.66
-3.23
0.96
5.28
-1.55
-1.33
-1.2

-2.54
-0.74

1.8
3.86
4.2
-6.3

-22.9
-22.8
-5.2
16.8
8.8

-2.09*
_4*

1.49*
-2.4*

Source: Mongia and Sathaye (1998a)

Notes: Growth rates are per cent per annum, either compound annual growth rates, semi-log
trend rates or simple average growth rates. * indicates total productivity measures-
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Appendix B

Keiit?.“s’’fi$
! ,;,,: ,., ;!’ ,, ,:.:-e.j,p<,,: ., ..,.,
i I&t ;, [:+;..,;::

-- -., ,, .“..

1970-71
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86 .
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96

8.48
10.02
9.53
9.52
8.58
9.55
9.69
9.58
9.19
9.24
10.06
10.44
10.87
11.88
11.96
12.15
14.35

‘ 15
15.7
17.1

8.28
8.73
9.81
10.13
9.89
10.33
10.95
11.03
10.48
10.81
12.15
12.20
12.87
13,96
13.72

12.63
13.25
13.9
14.7

5.75
6.80
6.97
7.65
6.90
6.82
7.75
8.05
6.14
7.78
9.49
9.55
11.68
12.84
13.00
13.53
14.33
15.2
15.1
17.8

62
63
70
75
73
71
83
88
89
85
93
104
170
211
239
262

393.3
358.1
359.4
383.2

16.2 15.6 21.4 371.1---- .-. —
Sourctx Government of Indi~ Economic Survey (1985-86, 1993-94, 1996-97)

*The figures of steel ingots include the production of mini-steel plants.
.

Appendix C

Using data from 1970/71 to 1995/96, the following simple regression relationships
between crude steel production and a) GDP,OWI,b) GDpinduW~d C) GDp contributed by
the iron and steel sector have been obtained:

a) CS = 7.65E-05 * GDP~O~d R*= 0.97
(83.61)

b) CS = 2.32 + 2.37E-04 * GDPindww R*= 0.96
(5.68) (25.33)

C)CS = 3.81 + 5.51E-05 * GDPi~~ti~~l R*= 0.81
(4.00) (8.96)

where CS indicates crude steel production. Crude steel is measured in Mt while both
GDP,O,,land GDPindu,@are measured h 1980-81 ~d GDPi~na~ml(1973-93) k 1981-82

‘ const. Rs. crore (Government of Indi~ Economic Survey, 1997 and ASI, various years).
T-statisticsare given in parenthesis.All estimatesarestatisticallysignificant.
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Appendix D

Sinter Plant

Pellet Plant

Blast Furnace

DR12

BOF-sIab3

EAF-slab3

Hot Rolhn#

1.37 0.23 1.60

0.51 0.11 0.62

13.31 -0.09 13.22

10.50 0.40 10.9

0.57 0.12 -0.45

0.79 1.52 2.31

1.82 0.37 2.19

Cold Rollin# 1.1 0.53 1.63

‘The ‘benchmark SEC’ is based on the 1988 performance at Hoogovens (Worrell et al., 1993).
‘Taken from Midrex (1993).
3Asprovided by Worrell et al. (1997).

Appendix E

Lkt of Facilities and Practices for Energy Management in an Integrated Iron and Steel

i) Improved material output Charging of preheated coal, dried coal, briquette coal.
b) Improved efilciency of Improved operational control (excess air ratio) coking time,

energy utilization temperatures in combustion chambers, steam tilven exhauster,
automatic combustion control, control of operating schedule,
programmed heating, thinner walls.

c) Energy loss prevention Automatic ignition of CO gas flare.
d) Recycling and recovery of CO gas sensible heat recovery, recovery of coke sensible heat ammonia

waste energy incinerator waste heat boiler.
Sinter Plant
a) Improved material input Control of particle size distribution, control of raw material properties.
b) Improved efficiency of Increased bed depth, combustion control of ignition furnace, two layer

energy utilization charging.
c) Energy loss prevention Prevention of air leakage fi-omwind box.
d) Recycling and recovery of Sinter cooler waste heat preheating of ignition fimace combustion air.

waste energy
e) Power saving Rotative speed control and high efficiency impeller for main exhaust

gas fan.
Biast Furnace
a) Improved material input Lowering of slag volume, improved sinter quality
b) Improved efilciency of Improved charge distribution, optimum blast temperature, blmt

energy utilization humidity
c) Energy loss prevention Automatic ignition of BF gas flare, recovery of BF gas bled during

chdges. insulation of cold blast main and tuyers.
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List of Facilities and Practices for Energy Management in an Integrated Iron and Steel
Plant (contd.)

t

. .

d) Improved process step Warm charging of coke and sinter.
linkage or step elimination

e) Recycling and recovery of Top gas recovery turbine, evaporative stove cooling, BF gas sensible
waste energy heat recovery, blast furnace slag sensible heat recovery, hot stove

exhaust gas sensible heat recovery.

9 Power saving Rotative speed control of dust collector fans.

BOF Steel-making
a) Improvedmaterialinput Hotmetalof improvedqualityof lowsulfurandappropriatesilicon.
b) Improvedeftlciencyof Optimizedblowingpractice,programmedcontrolof ladlepreheating,

energyutilization combinedblowing.
c) Energylossprevention Ladlepreheating,automaticignitionof BOFgasflare.
d) Improvedprocessstep Higherhot metaltemperaturesat BOFby shorteningladlecycle time

linkageorstepelimination installinglidontransferladle.
e) Recyclingandrecoveryof Recoveryof BOF gas sensible and chemicalhea~ recoveryof slag

wasteenergy sensiblehea~recoveryof continuouslycastsensibleheat.
Source:Mishra (1998).

Investment : Rs. 2.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :3 Meal I tcs
Fuel Saved /Annum :1962 tonnes of Furnace Oil
Savings : Rs. 1.37 Crores

Investrnen~ - : Rs. 100.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :70 kwh I tcs
Electricity Saved /Annum :387 Million units
Savings : Rs. 115.0 Crores
Pay Back Period :1.00 Years
& 130t;S&.e.Waste’Efea$.llecovefj: +:;<---- ‘T.&.k:?<~: <<j~i~l~.~,~~~:~.’<~:..??:?”:i’?-”‘-:X;-”< .-+-- A:1~~~..-,.,,; ;..,.,. . ..- :“..::,:,. ,;..:=: ,:,., ‘ .+.~::F... ::;: .: ., ,. .:=.,.>,+,>,....., . ., ....... . .- ,. “....::.-:..-..,. ... ... ...,.-.::..- .
Units Equipped :2 Blast Furnaces
Investment : Rs. 15.0 Crores
Energy Recovered . :15 Meal I tcs
Fuel Saved /Annum, :9800 tonnes of Furnace Oil
Savings : Rs. 6.86 Crores
Pav Back Period :3.5 Years

Investment - : I& 300 Crores ~
Energy Recovered :200 Meal I tcs
Fuel Saved I Annum :’130000 tonnes of Furnace Oil,
Savings : Rs. 91.0 Crores
Pay Back Period :5.7 Years

. . -——
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Investmen~ - : Rs. 5.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :10 Meal/ tcs
Fuel Saved /Annum :6540 tonnes of Furnace Oil
Savings : Rs. 4.55 Crores

Investment : Rs. 550 Crores
Energy Recovered : 150kWh/tcs
Electricity Recovered/ Amum :833 Million units
Savings : Rs. 250 Crores

Investment : Rs. 18.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :12 Meal/ tcs
Fuel (Coal) Saved /Annum :17250 tonnes of Coal
Savings : Rs. 5.2-Crores

Investment : Rs. 100.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :40 Meal / tcs
Fuel Saved /Annum :26250 tonnes of Furnace Oil
Savings : Rs. 18.40 Crores

Investment : Rs. 14.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :10 Meal/ tcs
Fuel Saved I Annum :6540 tonnes of Furnace Oil
Savings : Rs. 4.50 Crores

Investment - : Rs 100.0 Crores
Energy Recovered :30 Meal I tcs
Fuel Saved /Annum :20,000 tonnes of Furnace Oil
Savings : Rs. 14.0 Crores
Pay Back Period :13 Years
Source: Mishra(1998).
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Appendix F

Carbon Emissions and Intensitv of Fuels Used in-the Steel Manufacturing Processes

P

~u!li:;j:’;;$;z:{”;:;: + -%$

INon-coking coal (reductant)

Boiler Coal

lCoke

tonne

tome

tonne

tonne

1000 nm3

1000 kWh

0.56 0.092

0.43 0.095

0.75 0.094

0.85 0.074

0.5 0.053

0.27 0.271

Petroleum Products

Natural Gas

Electricity*

Source: Das and Krmdpal (If

*A~~uming~ conversion efficiency of 35% in a coal fired thennal power pklt.
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